With the dual enlargement of NATO and the EU to the Baltic States in 2004 the post-Cold War transition process in the Baltic Sea Region has begun to draw to a close. The article argues that this is posing questions for, and is likely to change, the character of cooperation within the region. During the 1990s it is argued regional cooperation was driven primarily by motivations of idealism and security, with one of the central elements of regional cooperation being its conceptualisation as a project of identity and subjectivity creation. With the transition process completed the key motivations behind this political project are becoming less important, with the result being that this idealistic element to regional cooperation is being replaced by more pragmatic, functionalist and self-interested aspects. However, whilst internally idealism, solidarity and internationalism are on the wane, it is argued these elements have not disappeared altogether but are increasingly becoming an accepted part of the international profile and identity of the region.

Introduction

The recent dual enlargement of the EU and NATO to states of the former Eastern bloc has been accompanied by considerable reflection. Although visually less dramatic and euphoric than the tearing down of the Berlin Wall over a decade ago the sense of ‘endism’ has been tangible. Indeed, although it is normal to proclaim 1989-1991 as the period when the Cold War ended a case can also be made that it was only in 2004 that this geopolitical transition really happened. Such a sentiment has been apparent amongst the new members for some time with 2004 standing out as the year when the ‘return to Europe/the West’ finally culminated. This has now presented the new members with a considerable challenge. With policies of the last 10-15 years driven by the desire of joining western institutions and returning ‘home’, the new members are now faced with a quite different question of what policies and goals to follow now they have arrived.

Interpreted as a geopolitical transition and the final end of the Cold War what is significant about the dual enlargement is that framing politics primarily in East-West terms will make increasingly less sense whilst new frameworks are instead needed for the future. The events of 2001 and the subsequent War on Terror have also
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contributed to this erosion of the East-West framework as the defining script of international and European politics. On the one hand, the geopolitical landscape of security threats has been dramatically transformed, with former enemies now crucial allies in combating new threats. On the other hand, the unity of the West has itself been challenged with the emergence of significant tensions within the transatlantic alliance as well as between what is now frequently termed the states of New and Old Europe.

This sense of geopolitical transition and endism is arguably also apparent in the Baltic Sea Region. Looking back over the last decade the achievements of the region have been considerable. Despite early fears that the region might disintegrate into a ‘northern Balkans’, political stability has not only been preserved but has increasingly become taken for granted. This has been achieved through a series of confidence building measures which are most apparent in the proliferation of regional contacts and institutions within the region. Not least, however, has been a clear political project of providing the Baltic Sea Region with a common and positive regional identity and to some extent to even provide the region with a certain amount of subjectivity. In this respect regional cooperation in the Baltic Sea area has exhibited clear project-like features. Today, however, and as elsewhere, in light of the Baltic States’ membership of the EU and NATO the trajectory, purpose and future of the region, and not least of regional cooperation, appears much less clear. This article is concerned with this sense of endism in the Baltic Sea Region. If the original project is over what, if anything, will replace it? Is the ideal of constructing a common identity and regional political subjectivity now over?

The article is divided into three parts. First the article examines the purposes of regional cooperation throughout the 1990s and argues that regional cooperation was primarily underlain by dimensions of idealism and of security. Second, the article examines the challenges that the dual enlargement has posed for the region. In particular, it argues that much of the endism and crisis of purpose regarding regional cooperation results from the fact that with the original security imperatives largely resolved motivation for regional cooperation has been undermined. In turn this has seen the idealism of the pre-enlargement period replaced with a sense of pragmatism which undermines previous emphases on self-sacrifice. One result of this is that the previous idealised political project of creating a regional subjectivity has largely come unstuck. Finally, the article ends on a more positive note arguing that despite the sense of endism, and despite the problems with the identity-building project, common norms have emerged in the region largely based around ideas of solidarity and internationalism. In this respect, the idea of the Baltic Sea Region as a ‘region for export’ is emerging. In certain respects this represents the externalisation of the idealism of internal regional cooperation prior to the dual enlargement.

1. Regional Cooperation after the Cold War

As noted, a good argument can be made that much of the regional cooperation that emerged in the Baltic Sea area after the end of the Cold War was driven primarily by elements of idealism and of security, which although analytically distinct, in practice were also intricately connected.
1.1. Idealism

During the Cold War regional cooperation along both East-West and North-South axes in northern Europe was very limited. Psychologically the Baltic Sea assumed oceanic proportions that seemed to exacerbate distances and dividing lines. The sea was conceptualised as a buffer and obstacle to cooperation, not a facilitator of it. As we know, when the Cold War ended all this changed. The Sea was re-conceptualised as a meeting point and a symbol of commonality, and instead of being an ocean it turned out to be not so big after all.

Accompanying the euphoria of the end of the Cold War there emerged a ‘Baltic feeling’ throughout the region with the end of the Cold War being seen as a chance to transcend the conflicts of the past in favour of a new commonness and unity. The idealism of this ‘Baltic feeling’ was encapsulated in a series of new and evocative metaphors that served to naturalise the transformations underway and became prevalent in debates and policy-making language. These included concepts such as Baltic Europe, *Mare Balticum*, Region North and *Ostseeraum*. Similarly ‘historical’ metaphors, such as that of the old Hanseatic trading links, were also utilised to add depth to emerging feelings of a sense of ‘we-ness’ transcending the Baltic. In doing so Cold War divisions were presented as an historical parenthesis that now over would enable the region to return to its former prosperity, peacefulness and unity. To quote Finnish President Martti Ahtisaari in 1999: “we need not look very far back through the window of time to find all around the Baltic thriving, multicultural Hanseatic cities that flourished thanks to trade and business”. Or as the Finnish Ambassador, René Nyberg put it, the re-establishment of ties with those on the opposite coast of the Baltic is ‘natural’ and “represents a return to normality after the success of efforts to overcome the abnormal state of affairs wrongly considered ‘normal’ for so long” (emphases added).

To an important degree this Baltic feeling emerged rather spontaneously with the idealism inherent within it itself becoming a reason for developing cross-regional links. As Stålvant has pointed out, an entrepreneurial spirit was apparent that resulted in citizens taking it upon themselves to establish links with each other, especially between the Nordic and Baltic states. This has been particularly evident in the proliferation of twinning arrangements, which on the part of the Nordic partners often moved beyond simply cultural exchanges to exhibit clear idealised notions of self-sacrifice for the benefit of poorer Baltic cousins. Thus, twinning arrangements also became a channel for humanitarian aid and technical development assistance in fields including that of transportation, environment, water treatment and energy supply.  
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At the same time, however, and as Neumann has clearly demonstrated, the academic and foreign policy intellectual elite also played an important role in framing and directing much of what was initiated in the early 1990s. These 'region-builders', Neumann argues, developed a clear political project for the region, providing the historical and geographical knowledge and vision to support various regional cooperation projects with the goal being to help foster a clear sense of shared identity throughout the Baltic region. Beyond this, however, through promoting the institutionalisation of this cooperation in institutions such as the Council of the Baltic Sea States (CBSS – 1992) and the Barents Euro-Arctic Council (BEAC – 1993) there was also an implicit agenda of fostering a political subjectivity for the region.

There was however a further more particularly Nordic element to the idealism that underlay regional cooperation after the end of the Cold War. As Wæver noted at the time, in the immediate aftermath of the end of the Cold War a certain amount of questioning regarding Nordic cooperation became apparent, with ‘old’ statist Norden being compared unfavourably to the dynamism behind the European project that was clearly apparent in the run-up to the Maastricht Treaty. Whereas throughout the Cold War the Nordics had fostered a progressivist image based on their solidarity with the Third World, their internationalism, environmentalism and the egalitarian welfare oriented nature of their societies, following the fall of the Berlin Wall the Nordic model no longer appeared so distinctive. In particular, questions were raised about just what it meant to be Nordic in the new unfolding order and what type of international role the Nordic countries might be able to play.

In re-orienting themselves to the post-Cold War world the Nordic States have actually re-asserted their internationalist credentials by continuing to focus on solidarity with those perceived to be less fortunate than themselves. This has taken various forms. For example, it can be seen in the strong desire to maintain a mediating role in global conflicts (such as Norway’s close engagement with the Middle East peace process). It can also be seen in Finland’s and Sweden’s sponsorship of the Petersburg Tasks as a part of the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty of the EU that ensured they could take part in EU peacekeeping operations even though, as non-aligned countries, they were not members of the Western European Union (WEU). And not least, of course, it can also be seen in the fact that the Nordic countries remain in the top ranks of nations when it comes to the percentage of GDP devoted to development aid.

Most conspicuous and closest to home, however, Nordic internationalism was refocused on the Baltic Sea Region and more particularly on helping the Baltic States in the transition process, whilst at the same time trying to prevent a new normative and economic divide opening with Russia. Within this context previous elements of
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Nordic superiority have remained apparent and not least in the clear desire to spread ‘Nordic’ norms to their southern neighbours. As Archer notes, drawing on Cold War benevolent self-identifications the Nordics have engaged with almost missionary zeal, seeing the reproduction of Nordic values, particularly of security, as the ultimate goal. Seeing the Baltic States as the focus of a new Nordic mission to imbue the Balts with responsibility in international affairs, the Nordics constructed a discourse in which they were the authoritative teachers of knowledge, the Balts students. Thus, it was not surprising that in 1998 then Foreign Minister Tarja Halonen felt able to depict Finland as Estonia’s “godmother” when it came to the development of Estonian-Russian relations. More particularly, however, the fact that when it has come to providing the Baltic States with defence support the Nordic countries have been keen supporters of the development of a Baltic Peacekeeping Battalion (BALTBAT) can at least in part be explained by their desire to spread their internationalist values to their Baltic neighbours.

1.2. Security

At least as important as these various strands of idealism behind regional cooperation in the Baltic Sea Region since the end of the Cold War have been security considerations. Indeed, security and cooperation have become so tightly linked in the region that it has become difficult to think of them separately. However, security as a driving force of cooperation in the Baltic Sea Region has two distinct elements to it with cooperation being driven by both realist and liberalist discourses of security. Although generally complementary in the case of the Baltic Sea Region clear differences also exist between them, particularly in terms of what the referent object of security is assumed to be, how threats are identified, and the character of cooperation that becomes possible as a result.

For example, realist approaches to international politics tend to focus on issues of hard military security, reflecting a view of the international system as an anarchic Hobbesian realm of all against all. With such a pessimistic and conflict-laden view of international politics realist understandings of security are usually understood to entail specific implications and limitations for international cooperation. In particular, cooperation between states is generally understood in terms of alliance building and balancing (or bandwagoning) against other states viewed as threatening one’s security and independence. From a realist perspective, therefore, states are taken to be the referent object of security (the thing that has to be secured and protected), whilst the principal threats to the state are understood to come from other states. Consequently, regional cooperation becomes driven by a logic of othering and exclu-
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sion and remains limited as states build alliances with some states in the face of the perceived aggressive intentions of other states.

In the post-Cold War period cooperation driven by realist security discourses has been most clearly apparent on the part of the Baltic States and Poland for whom engaging in cooperation with their western and northern neighbours has been a central strategy in escaping the Russian sphere of influence and gaining Western security guarantees. Thus, it has been argued that even if in recent years the Baltic States have adopted the language of cooperative security and have expressed their desire for NATO membership by drawing on notions of a ‘new NATO’, it remains clear these aspirations mask a desire for hard military security guarantees against Russia. Likewise the emphasis on EU and NATO membership in the discourses of ‘returning to Europe’ of the Baltic States and Poland (but also of Finland) in constructing their post-Cold War identities have also exhibited a certain realist security element. Whilst in these discourses membership is equated with international acceptance of their desired identities, the discourse only makes sense to the extent that ‘West’ is constructed in opposition to a negatively depicted ‘Russian East’, which they are leaving behind. In other words, in this context, integration and regional cooperation have been understood as enhancing state security against another state (Russia) considered potentially threatening.

In contrast to the exclusionary elements of realist security-driven regional cooperation, however, liberalist discourses of security have also been important and have promoted regional cooperation in slightly different ways. In contrast to realist understandings of security, which focus on state sovereignty and military issues, liberalist discourses of security utilise a much broader agenda. The key focus of liberalist discourses is therefore on ‘soft’ security issues like global warming, environmental problems, economic performance and issues of public health, migration and welfare more generally. In other words, to the military dimension is also added environmental, societal and economic elements. As a result, the liberalist focus on soft security issues can also have the effect of undermining the state as the ‘natural’ referent object of security. Instead, within liberalist understandings of security states are usually redefined as simply means to supporting the needs of other security referents, whether they be individual people, societal groups or even the environment.
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Also important is that soft security threats are usually seen as trans-national in nature and therefore beyond the ability of any one state to tackle them on its own. Soft security threats usually have cross-border, regional and even global dimensions and therefore require cooperation between different states and societies if they are to be resolved. More particularly, and again unlike realist perspectives on security, soft security threats are not other states, but such things as pollution, trans-national crime or communicable diseases. Although within the security studies community there has been much debate about whether broadening the security agenda to include such issues is sensible\(^{18}\), as Waever argues presenting social, economic and environmental issues as ‘security’ matters has been important in building motivation for action. Presenting something as a security issue, securitising it in Waever’s terms, can raise it to a matter of urgency and focus minds, and in doing so motivate people to action\(^{19}\).

In the Baltic Sea Region the securitisation of ‘soft’ issues has been important in providing a rationale for breaking with ordinary territorial constraints and promoting regional cooperation. The crucial difference with realist discourses, however, is that although regional cooperation remains driven by a security threat, it is no longer premised on the othering of Russia by moves of strict bordering. Instead, ‘security’ has become an argument uniting all in the region. In contrast to realism’s ‘cooperation by othering’, this is ‘cooperation by inclusion’. Such liberalist discourses are clearly apparent, for example, in the agendas of the Northern Dimension Initiative, the CBSS and the BEAC. Particularly notable about the Northern Dimension, however, is its explicit reference to treating Russia as an equal partner with a say in policy formulation and implementation, even if in practice the rhetoric of equality has not always been put into practice\(^{20}\). On the whole it has been the Nordic States and Germany that have led the way in promoting liberalist concepts of security as a way to bolster regional cooperation in the Baltic Sea area, with the Nordic states in particular seeing part of their post-Cold War role as being to export concepts such as comprehensive, civic and cooperative security to the Baltic States and Russia\(^{21}\).

Finally, though, although the focus of liberalist security driven cooperation differs from realist driven cooperation, in the Baltic Sea Region they have actually been closely linked. For the liberalist agenda to gain ground it has been necessary to convince key state actors that pursuing such a course would also positively affect the realist agenda. Therefore, focusing on soft security issues has been understood as a way to moderate inter-state relations and in particular to build trust between Russia and the Baltic States and Poland through mutually beneficial projects of cooperation. Put otherwise, the securitisation of ‘soft’ issues has become a way to overcome other-
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ness in the region, to say we are all in this together. Moreover, this idea of moving beyond traditional realpolitik calculations and of overcoming otherness in the region also clearly resonates with the idealism evident in the region noted above. As such, the Northern Dimension, the BEAC and the CBSS have been driven by the desire to avoid the divisions and conflicts of the past re-emerging. In respect of Russia, therefore, the threat is no longer considered to be Russia’s reconstitution as a revanchist power, but rather that it might disintegrate into a chaotic and disordered entity, which will make environmental problems, organised crime and migration flows difficult to control22.

2. The Challenge of Enlargement

However, if regional cooperation in the Baltic Sea Region since the end of the Cold War has been driven largely by motivations of idealism and security, then the argument of this article is that with the dual enlargement of NATO and the EU to the Baltic States and Poland whether regional cooperation will continue in the same manner or with the same enthusiasm is open to question. The key issue here relates to the fact that with the dual enlargement the region’s key security issue, the Baltic States’ desire to join Western security institutions, has been achieved. Moreover, not only has it been achieved, but it has been achieved relatively amicably with Russian acceptance, if not outright endorsement. The result is that there are now far fewer grounds for comprehending the Baltic Sea Region as a potential trouble spot.

Moreover, with the War on Terror Russia is also increasingly included as a fundamental partner of the transatlantic security community. Indeed, following 9/11 a new security agenda has emerged as a result of which the region’s key hard security questions are no longer so territorially fixed or dominated by Russia’s relations with the Baltic States. Instead, global concerns of counter-terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction have become more important, with security no longer figured in a purely regional context anymore. A global dimension has emerged that arguably undermines the security driven cooperation that has been central to the region previously.

This is important since to a considerable degree regional cooperation in the Baltic Sea area has had very clear project-like features and has been largely understood as aiding in the post-Cold War transition process of building security and stabilising the region. Arguably, this period of transition and stabilisation is now over and is likely to be replaced by one emphasising normalisation where traditional realist security calculations are largely off the agenda. The question that arises from this sense of ‘endism’ is what will drive regional cooperation now that the key realist security issues (which have also formed the foundation of much of the liberalist-driven cooperation in the region) are less obvious?

To make the point more clearly at least two issues can be identified here. The first is that this is not to suggest that everyday regional contacts will cease, as they will not. The issue is rather whether regional cooperation as a political project of identity creation and of trying to provide the region with a distinctive subjectivity will have any future in a context in which the original goals underlying such ambitions have
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now been achieved. This links to a second issue of motivation. As Stålvant has indicated, if we are moving from a period of stabilisation to one of normalisation then we may also be shifting from one of idealism to one dominated more by issues of pragmatism and self-interest. As he puts it, incentive schemes for regional cooperation are likely to change as the Baltic Sea Region shifts increasingly to a period of normalisation. Instead of self-sacrifice and solidarity being a motivation for action, increasingly he argues materialist cost-benefit calculations will come to the fore. The result, he suggests, is that some cross-region linkages will no longer continue to function.

Evidence to suggest that some of the more ambitious and idealistic elements of Baltic Sea regional cooperation are beginning to stall is apparent. Notable, for example, is that the Nordic states have begun to cut back on investment in Baltic Sea regional cooperation projects. Perhaps most notable here is the running down of Sweden’s flagship ‘Baltic Sea Billions’ Fund, which was launched in 1996 and which perhaps supports Stålvant’s view that in future ideals of self-sacrifice will be less prominent. Likewise, it is also notable that the CBSS has now abolished the post of its former Commissioner for Democratic Development and is also in the process of reducing the frequency of its summit meetings. One interpretation is that with the transition period over and a new European order emerging it appears that the states of the Baltic Sea Region no longer see the CBSS as such an important instrument. Or as Atis Lejins has put it, the CBSS has lost its initial meaning and is clearly in need of a new mission. Whether it will get one, however, is another matter.

Another important example, however, is how American engagement and funding towards the region through its Enhanced Partnership in Northern Europe (e-PINE) seems to be being cut back. It is notable, for example, that at the time when America’s former Northern European Initiative (NEI) was being repackaged into the e-PINE in 2003, US officials connected to the policy framework were concerned that the initiative might be scrapped altogether on the basis that with the Baltic States’ NATO membership assured there was no longer any need for such a regional policy promoting cooperation. Although the NEI in the end was repackaged the resources devoted to it are notably limited.

However, beyond the notion that the transition process is coming to an end several other reasons closely linked to this may also be identified to explain the apparent under-
mining of regional cooperation as a political project of identity and subjectivity building. Perhaps first to note is what might be termed the existence of a fear of marginalisation throughout the region. In this respect, it should be noted that in the early/mid-1990s the Baltic States were not always that convinced about the benefits of Baltic Sea regional cooperation, fearing that it was being presented as a substitute for EU and NATO membership. This was clearly apparent, for example, in initial Baltic suspicions regarding the US-Baltic Charter of Partnership of 1998, which was seen by some in the Baltic States as a way to delay the question of NATO enlargement and instead to confine the Baltic States to a grey zone between NATO and Russia 29. In the end, of course, regional cooperation precisely became seen as a route and training ground for future membership in the EU and NATO and as a symbolic support of their Western identity, which today is no longer needed. Likewise, given that regional cooperation has been seen as an instrument of claiming a position of centrality and of escaping what has been perceived to be a vulnerable position on the edge, for what do the Baltic States need the key regional institutions in the future? The issue, it seems, is whether in future they will prefer to focus directly on the EU and NATO rather than on the regional dimension that might re-enforce the very marginal position they have been so keen to escape.

Similar concerns about being marginalised and left on the fringes of Europe can also be identified in the Nordic States and increasingly form a key background to debates on the EU and NATO. A standard argument here is that increasingly states need to be active at the table where the key decisions are made. Rightly or wrongly increasingly those tables are seen to be in Brussels, not in the Baltic Sea Region.

A second reason to explain the downgrading of regional cooperation may be that despite goals of creating a common identity and subjectivity, with the transition process over it appears that a lack of common interests exists in the region. Although specific regional issues of transportation, trade, pollution and so forth are of course still apparent and will be tackled at the regional level, at least in the context of EU politics it is unclear as to where the common interests and positions will be found. On the one hand, it should be noted that with EU enlargement attempts have been made to promote Nordic-Baltic co-ordination within the Union. A 3+3 model has emerged by which the three Baltic prime ministers and the prime ministers of the three Nordic EU members will meet twice a year shortly before meetings of the European Council. The first such meeting was in Stockholm in June 2003 30. Likewise, Lithuania has initiated the creation of what has been termed the ‘Northern Baltic 8’ (NB-8) whereby parliamentary leaders of the Nordic and Baltic countries (but notably not of Poland and Germany) will meet to harmonise positions, with the goal being to strengthen the role of the group’s parliamentarians in the expanding EU. Similarly, Lithuania has also initiated the creation of a “Baltic Group” in the European Parliament 31.
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However, despite these moves it is unclear whether articulating common interests and positions will actually be that straightforward. As has sometimes been noted about the Nordic States following the previous enlargement in 1995, and in view of concerns that this would result in a Nordic bloc within the EU, in practice the different Nordic countries have often found more in common with other EU members than they have with each other. Moreover, the fact that the Nordic and Baltic States subscribe to rather different socio-economic developmental models may also indicate that regional bonds may not be as strong as with other EU states. Indeed, as Ojanen has indicated, even when common goals may be identified it is probable that disagreement will often remain over which are the right policies to pursue those goals.

Similarly, in the enlarged EU it should not be forgotten that the Nordic and Baltic states will not just be potential partners, but also potential competitors, especially when it comes to influencing the EU’s Russia policy. Finally, the lack of common positions has already been apparent in the recent dispute in transatlantic relations regarding the war in Iraq. Notably the region split rather markedly into the camps of New and Old Europe, with Denmark, Poland and the Baltic States being rather supportive of the US, with Finland, Germany, Norway and Sweden rather more reticent regarding US actions and policy.

In other words, it seems that with the transition process over the idealism and security concerns that previously had bound the region together and made it relevant to talk of regional cooperation as a process of identity construction and subjectivity building has begun to come unstuck. The result is that it is unclear whether regional cooperation understood in these project-like terms has much future in the north. From aspiring to be an ‘identity region’ it rather seems that more functionalist, pragmatic and self-interested elements will come to dominate. Importantly, although some may lament this development and wish to rejuvenate the identity project, it should also be noted that this very development is itself indicative of the great successes of regional cooperation and the region building project of the 1990s.

Conclusion: Region-Building for Export

In conclusion, however, all this is not to say that notions of solidarity and idealism have simply disappeared. Instead, it appears that with the end of the transition process idealism and solidarity have rather been refocused beyond the region. To some extent it appears that the Baltic States have been inculcated with Nordic internationalist progressivist values. Increasingly the experience of region-building in the Baltic Sea area, and perhaps more particularly the Baltic States’ experience of transition, is being seen as something that can be exported to other neighbouring regions. On the one hand, this perhaps reflects a desire to carve out an international role in the post-enlargement context. On the other hand, however, it also reflects normative and ethical notions of the duty these states feel to help those less fortunate than them. This element can be seen, for example, in the following statement by the Antanas Valionis, the Lithuanian Foreign Minister, in January 2004: „EU and NATO membership will
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encourage us to emulate our democratic experience. We shall work to make sure that
the seeds of democracy take firm root east of us. We shall offer our help to countries
which seek to embrace the values of democracy and freedom to pursue their internal
reforms, by encouraging their integration towards Western institutions. Looking out-
ward, Lithuania can best contribute to broader security by continuing to assume a
role of leadership in regional cooperation, by sharing the experience of building
democracy and free market economy with countries who remain outside the EU and
NATO enlargement area33.

Such comments have also been echoed by the former Estonian Foreign Minis-
ter, Toomas Hendrik Ilves who has argued that the Baltic States possess particular
expertise in helping former communist societies in the transition process. Moreover,
not only do they possess expertise, but having gone through the process themselves, he
argues, they also possess much more credibility when offering advice and assistance
than states like France, Germany, the UK and, of course, also the Nordic countries34.

Such rhetoric has also been backed up with practice. In particular the Baltic
States and Poland have begun to focus their efforts on helping their near neighbours,
Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine, especially in areas of promoting democracy, rule of
law and strengthening civil society. This has included, for example, training seminars
for journalists and parliamentarians35. Similarly Poland has also sought to play a key
role in framing EU policy towards these countries with its Eastern Dimension propo-
sal36. However, increasingly contacts are also being made with the three Caucasus
states, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia. For example, Lithuania has proposed an
ongoing dialogue between the Baltic States and the three Caucasian republics, with
Lithuania presenting itself as a bridge for these states to the EU and NATO37. The
similarities with Nordic-Baltic relations in the 1990s seem clear. Also similar is that
the Baltic States have begun to offer defence assistance in terms of re-organising these
states’ militaries in line with NATO standards and providing a certain amount of
training by paying for officers to attend the Baltic Defense College in Estonia38.

Similarly, it should also be noted that even if the idealism that underlay much
of the Nordic States’ activity in the Baltic Sea Region in the 1990s is on the wane, it
too has not disappeared but is being refocused, with development assistance, for
example, expected to be refocused on Belarus, Moldova, Ukraine and the Caucasian
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36 Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Republic of Poland, 2003. ‘Non-paper with Polish
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In other words, it appears that as the Baltic Sea Region has moved from a period of stabilisation to one of normalisation, Baltic Sea idealism has been externalised onto the next region to the East in need of stabilisation. Perhaps one open question here, however, is whether, lacking popular common historical narratives such as that of the Hanseatic League, levels of solidarity vis-à-vis these countries will be the same and as enduring as between the Nordic and Baltic States?

More generally, however, Nordic notions of internationalism are now also broadly accepted throughout the Baltic Sea Region, will the Baltic and Nordic states all re-organising their military structures to enable them to play key roles in international peacekeeping and peace-building operations. Indeed, at a time when idealised notions of cooperation within the Baltic Sea Region are increasingly being questioned, it is notable that cooperation regarding external matters of humanitarian assistance and peace support are forging ahead. Thus, it seems that whilst internally a strong sense of subjectivity and identity may be lacking in the Baltic Sea Region, one thing that regional cooperation of the 1990s does appear to have done is to provide a basis for a somewhat idealised regional approach to international affairs based on ideals of internationalism and solidarity.